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COUJEGE LIBRARY NSTHUCTIGN/COLL GE I STRItCTi4 W

AJWIEW OF THE RESEARCI
*ft

The brevity' (64 entries), of the most rec

ction research (Young, 1974) is'indicatJ

h Not all of these studies deal

reviellof lib

the scarcitY, of

ademic instruction,

not even deal direc-4yand.-the research on library-use ,patterns' does

with instruction Per se_ .but, as Young Points out, should be considered

when designing\a ;program o.' instruction.

This review attempts to place what has been done An library instruction

research in the\larger%Conte# of the learning outcomes and-instructioW.
/ \

proaches for Undergraduate teaching'in -en- Since college'dnsttuci4on

is a broad field which haSseen many-vied techniques, limitationsmus't,

beset. Only-aPproichea Whi h have been subject to numerous Studies are

considered.

0
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:Wi ()night to kriOw'enough of outcomes for library instruction that

an lice a sufficient amount of .it in the college curriedlumat the'

mOst adVantagOoUi'time/s. FUrth;r we oughtLto know whether,it- ia bett4r

NINA COMES IN COLLEGE LIBRARY10 EDUCATION

.to'offer library'instructioil as A separate course or to take it auxiliary to

another. Achievement of library knowledge ought to be measured with

'sufficient confidence- as to enable researchers to assess instructional

methods with confidence.

Margaret:Knox Goggin (1974, p. 105-106), Dean ofthe Univ ty,of

-Denver's Library School, ,finds that:
0

Nowhere in the or in the field does thereqlppear:to be

disagreement concerning the levels Of instruction required if the

;university's clientele is to be.efficient in accessing -the library's-

!storehouse of knoWledge. 'First, there is the Orientation to. the

physicalflibrary, its environs, and how to-use its services. Coupled to:

with this is a' modieum of library instruction needed by the beginning

freshman who, in most universities, needs to cope with limited assign-

menu involving the use of the librarY/SeColid,at the tite when

students select their major and' start taking Courses requiring the

research and the writing of term -papers, there is needfOr an .in-

structional period or series of sessions to'acnuaint them with the

-general body of literature in their subject geld and the search n

strategies that might be employed to locateAnformation. At the

graduate level the need is for more sophisticated bibliographical_

guidance and instruction directed to the specialized stUdents-.
0 '

Coggin also mentions that separate courses in library instruction have been

offered to either lower classmen or upper classmen by different schools and
t

that term paper clinics and point - -of -use, instruction are based uponthe. assump-

tion that-the best instruction is given to students when each recognizes"

or,her need.

A%sequential'instructionar program integrated with the general education

courses at Harding C011ege is described but not evaluated in two articles by'

Alston (1953, 1960). J)ne,of,the advantages mentioned by Alston (1053) for

integrated instruction is the opportunity for f culty interest:to influence



student This peint is also made by'Reardsley 1974) who claims that

facUlty are the greatest motivating force in library instruction programs,

and that their attitudes about library usage are reflected in those of

their students.

Beardsley believes that f-rstlear students should be introduced to

the library and instructed later'when course work presents library problems

since students will be self-motivated to seek or to -listen to assistance only

when'problems arise in connection with the* assignments.- In agreement with
4 4

'BeardsleyFjallbrant (1976, p. 253) states tgat, "It is
6
of the greatest importance

to provide instruction at a point vhen.the student experienCes motivation for

learning about the material to 'be taught."

Need for Library instructipn.

Although some students realize their need for library Instruction, others

do4not much as they might not fully appreciate the learnig gained from any

course until they have taken it. The need for library instruction in also

not always recognized by college administratprsand facultyirrho, im some_casea,

mayinet have used a'library extensively since they obtaine 'their last degree.

YO1 (1974) reports on the need as seen by the adademie community.,

Based on five opinion surveys of the need for library instru'tion-, a ne

-recOgnized by almost all librarians queried. Cupport for instruction drops

for both faculty and students to the degree thatin some ind ances-it was

less than a majority. Young infers from these studies that Atudents! interest

in library usage reflects their teaChers' assessment of thillibrary's con-

tribution to educational attainment.

When student. improveMent in library usage has been

library instruction, Lubans (Objectives . 1974) belie

istrators and faculty May be more apt to actively 'support

Many articles ;gave been written about the need for lit
/ P

and how such instruction could be or is being, offered. ,

nstrated through

that college admin.,..

h instruction.

LIT instruction

(1976) includes

362 entries in her checklist of the literature for college university

library-instruction between 1931-1975, Her list inditsates,, interest in the
11,

subject which has increased with time; this continues to betthe case.

Minority of these entries, however, deal with the empirical eValuation

instruction.

A



LibraryKh_ ledge and Academic Achievement.

SeYeral studies reviewed by Young (1974) have attempted to correlate

library use or library knowledge with acaCemic aptitude or academic achieve-

ment. Thompsod and Nicholson (1941) rePorted_only a slight relationship.
, -

between circulation and intelligence scores, but Knapp (1959) found- atatis

tically significant associations between aptitude'test scores and course-related

borrowing. Snider (1965) reported a correlation.of .6Ctbetween Southeast

MisSpuri.State College freshmen library ability (LAR) and grade point average'

(GPA). He describes the LAR/GFA relations as positive consistent and

.relatively strong. fn a more recent study,. _eivik (1974) studied the effActs

over -a period of two semesters of library instruction in the academic success.

of disadvantaged college freshm6n. The groups having weekly higher level.

instruction achieved somewhat higher course scores than the groups receiving

minimal instruction, which in turmachieved considerably:more than those

gi4oups having no instruction.

Young (1974) sees a "priority need" for longitudinal (long-term) studies

that assess the impact of library instruction programs on subsequent acadetie

achieVement.

owledge.

Types, methodology and the need for evaluation of library knowledge are

discussed by Fjalibrant (1977) and for- evaluation generally by Oronlund

(1976). Measurement of library knowledge being described as eitherZ

1) Diagnostic or summative, 2) individual assessment or instruction

evaluation, 3) theoretical or applied.

The diagnostic test is designed to indicate what A student does not know

about libraries and would normally be administered before instruction. A

diagnostic test might be used to tell what areas of library instruction need

to be stressed for an individual or might exempt a high-scoring individual

from instruction altogether. A summative test comes after the instruction

and is used for determining the extent instructional objectives have been

achieved and for assigning course grades.

In,an analysis of sixteen library-use te.ts, Bloomfield (1974) notes

that half were constructed during the 1930 s, the rest during the 1946's

to 1960 Bloomfield cites Phipps (1969) as finding that the most, used

test, A Library Orientation Test for College Freshmen (the "Feagley test")

is devised for diagnostic or pretesting. 'Reviews in the fifth and sixth
1
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mental measurementoyearboDks (Buroao 1959, 1965; test 693) confirms that,
. ,

at the college leirel, the'test should only be used for diagnostic ptirposes.

Bloomfield himself mentions several dditidnal an of weakneas-in the

Feagley test---which preclude its use as eithet a' summative assessment of a/

comprehensive library instruction program or of an individual's achilveMent

in such aprogram. Young (1974) claiths that no library test published has

undergone th'e rigorous evaluation required for coMpletestan ardisation.

Stewart (1976) notes that the'Feagley teat covered neith the depth

nor the breadth of information taught in a Ball State librar, instruction

course and recommends that a standardized library skil]!o test be developed.

Young points out two potenAlal weaknesses of.any standardized test of

library knowledge: 1) any test of knowledge of 'information to be found in

libraries nationwide is bodnd to be a compromise, and 2).4 written exam
4.

may be too artificfal a device to ascertain a atudent's ability in anactu

application of library' tools. The ecl6nd point has been considered by Wigg ns

and Low' (1972) who prepared two summative tests-- one which used a booklqt

simulating basic periodical indexes, and another test using the indexes

themselves. Since there was no correlation between the two tests, they

conclude that application of the actual indexes was more effective.

`Course evaluation might be undertaken with a homemade battery of tests

which sample areas:of course content Lubans (Evaluating. . 1974)

cites Temple Buell College's -e of the Feagley test together with the

Library Proficiency Test to measure the effect of a, two week progrart

He also describes the,use

of library -instruction.

questionaire surveys for .the evaluation

h evaluation, while helpful is limited

to an opinion :pf program effec veness

-1'4 In their reviewof-the' library instruction movement, Farber and Kirk

(1976, p. q9) emphasize the need for proper evaluation:

A final issue, and one of crucial; importance to the entire movement,

that of evaluation. Everyone who is sincerely interested in bib

liographie instruction realize that the lack of systematic evaluation

is one of the movements biggest handicaps. There is some hope that

setting behavioral objectives will help form a basis for an evaluative

methodology.



Behavioral Oblectivto%

The Association of College and Research Libraries Bibliographic Task-

Force (ACRL; 1975) has developed a mti el statement of library instruction

objective? for undergraduates. The general'objective-orefficient and effec-

tive use .of library resources and Personnel, incompleting,an undergradqate

program'is prefaced by an acknowledgetent that such instruction should also

prepare students for life-lbng library usage: 'The model statement consists

of terminal objectives/covering a vide 'range of student usage which are accom-

panied by several enabling objectives.' Libraries adapting the enabling'ob-
,

jectives to their particular situation are enCouraged by the task force to
. -

make them specifid and measureable.

Using behavioral objectives as aetase for developing both instruction

and test questiong; Wiggins & Low (1972) created a 'periodical index program

reqUired in the.sophomore English curriculum: Results greatly favoring the

experimental treatment over no treatment are reported below in the_section

dealing with programmed instruction.

There is little doubt that one of the major difficulties in evaluating

the effectiveness of library instruction is the lack' of a cOmprehensive standard-

izedized instrument of measurement. One of the difficulties In using such a test is

demonstrating that the theoretical knowledge tested is transferable to use of

iictual tools in the library. Little research has been done to determine le'velh

of retention and transfer of library instruction which would make it possible

to determine more accurately hoer much,shoold be, offered and when.

Relying upon the advice of practicioners and evaluators Of library

.instruction, it'woula

-would be more likely to bene t from h:

separate 'library instruction course.

ar ;that instruction integrated with other courses

student motivation than would a



RONI I0UTCO NIES I MUCATION

The most studied learning outcomes are achievement and attitude,

which are discussed below as means of evaluating instructional approaches.

Almost all research in library instruction, no evidenced by the pretioue

section, has considered only there, outcomes. The measurement of transfer

and retention of learning, however, may answer qhestiono of,importance to

library instruction: 1) Iotthe knowledge of basic library tools transferable

to wage of more complex tools? 2) Is the knowledge of simulated` ibrary

eeereheo through inattyuction transferable to usage of the actual tools? 3)

HOW much learning of library usage achieved at the freshman level of college,

Where it would antleipate four plus years of potential college library use,

is retained at the junior/senior levej where mostmost,c f the in-depth library

usage is apt to occur? 4) How much knowledge of college library unage._

retalned'after graduation and transferable to use of university, spec) al,

or public libraries to pu

tional,'vocational, and r

. .

nue (not necessarily in respective Order) educa-

-e_tional interests?

Transfer of learning is the effect of preVious learning or

learning and consists of both specific effects (1.0ntent-related

specific effects (principle or method-related). Because of the

learning attained by the time_a tudent has reached college, it

plentiful k 12 transfer studies cannot beresults of the more

higher.

One of the few

done by Voss (1971; )

college students by

questions dealing v

subsequent

and none

amount of 40

may be 'that

generalized

studies of cognitive transfer in higher educatiOn was

who studied the nonspecific learning transfer effects o
ri

testing four 'trials of either multiple choice or completion

th the learning of three unrelated prose passages. _Al-

though a small degree of transfer wa1 expected, an analysis of variance re-

vealed that differences among the ,t-hr nets of responses were nbt significant.

tt is verY\likely, an V n speculates, that the results may have been con-

Laminated' by previous content knowledge. Analysis between the typo of tent

questions determined thht multiple choice questions may impede progr s in

improving learning over s ceessive trials, which Vans attributes tn.tho intro-

duction Of erroneous responses by multiple choice.



aronlunti (i 076) theorize that;
6

nee lof lea 0 nA in mdm likely

to occur where: 1) lfirirr inp, olitcomel have, with applieAh y, 2) nuniln

expect transfer to happen; and 1) pupi1s recognize,, the similarity between

new sitilations and familiar situations in which the 1ftarn4ng has been

applicable.

Retention.

nronlund (IG7( _hat th niinrne evidence demonatrnting

relative permance varir_ l rrtrn Ing outcemen nugrentn that recent; Inn In-

ereanes an 'the complexity of t.lir ning ontcom incrennen.

The difficulties of ,nnrnning r'trntion' area reviewed by Wodtke r

wild he1ieven that the vnlue of .retention renenre4Ann b4en under r nnd

that the maul tn of Parlier nitnplintic r arch in thin field .may be invalid.

JirtentiOn research desigQ1 mufti be nophintieated enough to meanure r, ion

efrectn accurately and uniformly thout being confounded by learning effecto.

Tn a recent and fairly nnphirrtir.nted experimental. Bell Lab

technical employer king college -type enurnes Pindnue (1o7r0

x-month interim

Guinn from a one -year tent for the nix -month tent group wan nipnifieantly

greater than thole of either the nix-week gro the control group. .Prom

thin, the ndthorn conclude that learning can anparentl: ter retatnecl o

long periodn by uning properly npnced review activitien, n ch an tentn.

included

might

measured t he retr'ntion A or nix -week and

Landauer and Ains

erronPous renponnen it

counter Vonn'n al-rumen

Rphaviorat Chiecctivr

Duchantel and

not npecify tlrr type of tent use,

0 d nnem that, th renultn of thin

about multiple choler ntaminnting

(loyi) nee three main Inntruetic

r;

f

n tfonm

behavioral rtiven: rte Orortion for topic =lilnr ant] cu dovelnnmenti

b) guidance in evalunti i; and c) facilitatiOn of A ing. ronrentrntinr on

this last function, this reviel4 rindn rive ntudins sho .nr ft nirnificnnt

effect or hchnviorni ob,1( tiven on learning, hut another rive, however, nhow

%floral oblectiven on the lenrninr runel

are Inconc DuPhantel and Met- nuggeht that bebnvIoral nl,,jrrtiven

no effort. While the orr,,

ovid.p.aid in err minat

ve content and to. nr in i t. ion

r(-1 ineldental or

in subject matter ng



Andermon, De 1 ^ nhn , and Toth 1975) in

giving behinviormi:objertiveti

te tNete

mtu(1_mntA enro led in n univermity elemen

tatt=y melenee Miethoda course.' This mtu Unri thnt the pa given the ob-

byes ncbrod niPnificantly hIpher nt ho high and lov cog itive IVeln

coneludn that the'ua0 rrf he-

tmmrrlinte learning.

Fifer nntion rare cif chnsidnrable

Ilan did grOupn g4ven n placebo. The authorn
4

r cilitathavIorally-stated -min outrnm

Although the conntructn

to lIhrnry Inntruetion dreign. thry hnvr been

nue for cognitive innrning In hlPhnr education. 'Tilt
t,r) th

th only ,l im1-

largely

d011/4 control nerenrnry to inolntr trnnnfer nnl retnntio from

enr 1 rrtri^ un ter more tilt !entitle 7on-

n(i r n ronmur_rn -nennr appronci to

ni ) for tin ntt.rntir!) cm
rlr t.trrnirie

In ming effnotn. !Intl' forthnr

o)'Iunlonm,

inereaning transfer
,

nn,

mny do well to fol

thonn lenming outoomon

those arn1 nnd most wIdel:v apnlienhIc

prnrt

vlOunlv rn

u!lp

-tivo.

and

nurp:ortod ]iv heoldnnor anS A!

and floirn in rim/ nituntAnnn,

d)Thrtivon an n lonrnItir r1Ovirr= nrn to ho

th0 ntudont With

lei fel noplying pre-

Inviro for dfrootinV tenOh 1 rip And flirt-Ma-
,

own hitt nuoh litIti7ntion l rrtrrr reins ider n.
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APPROAC}HER TO COLLEGE Li- ARY INSTRUCTION.

The itivenes several instr'uetional approaches-have been

demonstrated but, an vlyh ve seen above, mostly for the physical science

We cannot automatically assume that)similiar resultri will be achieved for

libraryAustruction coursen without, further research, these studies should,

be of ouch design that no hypotheses alternate to the author can be logi-

cally supported. They ahoy ld he of nuch a number that we do not find our-

selves comparing

lecture unit,rath

Le eipla nssion.

re lectin-e 1n one of nevernl methnein of library instruction.discus d

rant (1M76), who rrtcraranienrin that it be limited to: 1) une at a

muls present an overall- .view, and 3) convey enthusi-. sm about the

effeCtivenens

hnn the lnstr6etin icil. methods nr2L s 0.

a televised unit against a

the fourteen hours included in he introduc-

tory intbrmation retrieval caurse at Chalmern University In Sweden, only

tiwn hnu n are giVen by lec urn.

A on croup meeting he library science library

Ball ;tntn ivernity and dfscunsing research problems from other courses
..,

found 1,) to have dignificantly higher scores than any

least nix

other rob

givrn the

tiat'

knowledpry

tion. The

ls

ups. One control had a one-hoir library tour plus at

rr ref sbarch !itrategy taught by a professor of English; the

Welter, the hours of instruction

mental group wan ngt reported. The study also revealed

and work experience had more effect on library

majors, clans, level, or,previous library instru

scorers Were obtainer1 from the sophomore-level

received no treatment.

library use

ruin did

lowest pretest

p wi th the most 's havitt previously had the no discontinued "one-

s le

levi ion.

televised inst

ning its are and six colIcg

ittes currently using

colleges or universitiesplan-

d univerultIon having" dicontinUed all

or Pain of their televised programs it is the only category reporting

use which May be significant since Melum mentions that manydin on

7-



colleges lack the facilities and talent to produce and reproduce ef-

tive programs.

The use of a videotape thirty-nine minute orientation/instruction

session for an introductory education course at the University of Illinois

is discussed -by Holley and Oram (1962). Non-experimental results of a ten-

question quiz following the videotape were low, but no lower than scores

from an earlier session taught by a lecture tour. The authors conclude

that the scares provided "at best-a rough estimate," suggesting that the

same amount of information provided in a lecture/tour can be had using

videotape with less instructional effort required.

Television-plus an introductory lecture was found to achieve results

similiar to those of a traditional (lecture- based) method by Moffett (196()

'at the University of Florida. This study concludes that the televised method

is both effective and economical in accomodating large numbers of students

in the undergrhduate "Using Books and Libraries" course.

Slide/TaIT.2

Melum reports that slit ape presentations were used for up

orientation or instruction my -five colleges - half again as many as

any other non-print medium. According to F,111brant (1076), this ormat is

advantageous for library n for the following reasons: 1) flex3-

bility, 2) availability, '3) ease of presentation, 4).variable speed of pre-

sentation, 5) low production cost., and () ease of updating material'. F,1;;Ilbrant

reports that enough interest in slide/tape library instruction,was present

in fir.itain forthe Standing Conference on National and University Libraries

(samlim ) to set up their Working on Tape/slide culdor, to Library'

Services in''-1070. Evaluation of the SCOWL sl idc/tnpes at the S di h College

of Librarianship showed ins in learning and also a positive att_

slide/tape by 80 percent of the students:

Slide/tape instruction was foUnd to he more effective than lecture,

audiotape, or televised instruction (Kuo, 1973) for nienee division students

at ,Portland State University. lining n riZndomized block design and a val-

idated ninety -item test, tv found forty-six minut slide/tape

general science instruction to be significantly higher at the .01 level

than lecture for a comparable 'time, the tape alone, or an untreated control

group. The slide/tape rroup (Group C) achelvect tirnificcrntly hir,her result
than that instructed by television (arnu AT) at the .0r) level. tudents
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reported that the televise inferior to those- directly viewed

from slides.

Commuter- assisted on.

A brief overview of CAT and its history in library instruction, pri-

marily at the University of Illinois, the University of Denver, and Ohio State

University, is provided by Clark (1074). Clark sees the librarydas a natural

setting for CAI since students view the library as a center for learning..

Since students are using computer to ainals for the solution of probl ms

presented in a number of courses, they-may need less.motiVntion to use CAI

for library instruction than for other methods. Much of the high initial

cost of constructing a CAT prod -ram may be avoided by adoptinC an already

proven program written for another library. Clark concludes that CAI should

be used as lust one among many to_ nolorical means for supplementing person

to-person instruction.

From a questionaire survey of several_ CAI lessons on the use of basic

research tools at the iln ivc rt; ity of Denver library, Hansen(1077) finds that

04 percent of ttte t e ponelc.ntp said learned what hey wanted to know,

nercent found CAI more valuable' than other library use instruction they had

had, and 85 percent expected to use CAT again for other lessons.

The only experimental research in CAT for library instruction was done by

Axaen (1h)67) in her compar of CAT usinr the' PLATO syntem with the lecture

method In teaching it library usage course at, the University of Illinois. She

oriel u( that:

'..-..

1. Stttcients under both treyatmenttreatments made ,nificant gains in

thole knowlec-o of library use

Ps

rained as result .1 'r respec

The ox rimental and control

not titt'e'r ;irnificant.ly in the amount of knowledge,

treatments. 1. Tt was

seen that in clans tin' 0 Unental group covered the name amount

mat rial in lons th r than the cc control rroups. h. Much more

time was roqui the initial preparation or PLATO lessons than

ven t, i ona 1 lecturer.. ). fluhnoquont preparations for PLATO

lessons reunired much less time titan subsequent cony lectuto

t tem; . PLATO Inn true t i on reg i lens teaching as

than conventional lectures. 7. Instructors' time durtnr adminis4.

ion lectures far exceeded the qmounl needed f4e the admIn-

1-n cn f the MAW method.!sty



Pro ammed Mat

Only four academic libraries reported using.prograned materials in

1971 (Melum). Since then they have been reported to haveAbeen used in sev-

eral Programs, usually inthe format of a study guide for.A tudents td com-

plete in the college library.

Kirk (1971) compared the Use of a guided exercise with a two-hour

lecture-demonstration in teaching reference toolsand the card catalog to

Earlham College students taking an introductory biology dourse. Results

from three measures: 1) Librarian-evaluated student bibliographies, 2)

an objective test, and 3 a controlled word association exam, showed no

significant differences with one exception - one set of bibliography scores

favored the guided exercise, but only at the .70 level of confidence. A

survey of student opinion of their instruction yielded similar results.

Kirk concludes that since neither method is superior in terms of achieve-

merit, other criteria must determine selection. Although the guided exercise

took more student time and presents a problem of overusage of reference tools
,,-

refered to In this guide, Earlham chose this method Over lecture because of

long-term savings in teacher time, flexibility of presenting guided instruc-

tion, and the self-paced aspect of the exercise. Also of interest to lib-

rary instruction are Kirk's findings that 1) the instruction group taught

by a librarian sought out librarians more often for completion of assign-

ments than did the exercise group, and examination questions originally

written by the biology department faculty were not based upon the best

library sources and could not all be reasonably answered on the basis of

library holdings.

No significant differences between a programmod study guide and inst

tion by lecture was also found by Duvall (1975) in a study of undergradua

enrolled in a course of library instruction at Brigham Young University.

This experiment compared the two methods in teaching the use of general

periodical, book, and newspaper indexes. Like Kirk, the Duvall design

does not measure a change in learning outcomes for either treatment.

An earlier experiment (Wig _
and L9w, 1972) of teaching general, indexes

to Brigham Young library Instruction students with programmed guides used a

no-treatment group instead of a lecture group as a control. Test question

validity was strengthened by tank analysis, and the effects of pretesting,

maturation, and history were controlled by a Solomon four-group design
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(Isaac and Michael, 1971). Thefind ngs, 76 percent of the experimental

group selected the correct index and correctly traced the entry as opposed

15 percent of the control group, cannot be consid2recicoMpletely reliable

however, due to the -11 number (an average of five) in each of the treat-

ment groups. Wiggins and Low also note that the use of actual indexes rather

than, a simulated booklet produces better results but presents difficulties

in overuse of these indexeS similar to those mentioned by Kirk.

edia.

A sixth method of instruction studied by Kuo (1973) was the combination

the 'slide /tape instruction followed by a fifty minute discussion period

with a librarian using transparencies. This group (Group AV) achieved

significantly higher results than any other group including that using the

slide/tape approach. Kuo suggests that the success of this treatment may

be the result of the two-way interaction with a librarian. He also notes,

however, that the slide/tape treatment was uniformly extertnally paced for

Group S where it was not for Group AV. The greater treatment time for Group

AV (twice that of the others) may also have had an effect.

Wassom (1967) compared an experimental multimedia appro ch which included

some lecture with a more traditional lecture-based approach for Oklahoma State.

University freshmen. Both treatment groups, each receiving sixteen hours

of library instruction, showed a significant increase in knowledge related

to library skills and retrieval ability when compared to an untreated control

group, but no significant difference was seen between the two treatments.

The experimental group did retrieve materials more quickly, however, than'',

either of the other two groups.

Taken alone, the research on library instruction teaching approaches-

., not of sufficient quantity or sophistication to be used reliably In select-

ing the approach to best meet instructional objectives. Promising avenues

for further study include 1) CAI, especially for point-of-use instruction,

and 2) the multimedia approach including lecture/disdussion and slide/tapes.

The use of a librarian as an instructor may, if nothing else, encourage

students to refer to librarians for library questions. Librarians have

found in-house media instruction efficient only for long-term application,

but have not published studies of the efficacy of packaged units, such as

a commercially - produced slide/tape program on basic - indexes.



RESEARCH ON IN

IN H OHER EDUCATION

Flraditi°na3

The question of selection of instructional approaches -- the means

by which information i conveyed to the student -- considers the media

of communication in relation to the type of learning outcomes desired.

For centuries the means of instruction have been either 1) lecture, 2)

discussion, or -3) a combination of the two. A review of these traditional

methods (plus newer methods and theory) has hen done by Gage (1969) who

lists the advantages of the lecture method: 1) economy of student/teacher

ratio, 2) adaptability to varying audiences, subjects, time, and equipment,

d 3) schedule flexibility. Gage refers to one,s udy which found a

dynamic lecture superior ta a static one and ano fia..'.which indicates that

enthusiasm in a lecture produces greater.achievem

The discussion method, as Gage points out be'less efficient in

terms of student/teacher ratio and information covered per class period,

but it provides two way communication and a type of active learning that

is not found in other teaching approaches. The use of a live teacher is

recommended for hueristic learning whereas expo =sitory learning may be

bretter suited to instructional media.

From it review of six studies investigating college class size and

traditional teaching methods, McKeachie (1970) deduces that a-combination

of large lecture and small' discussion sections is preferable to any com-

bination of m dium size classes, Nine out of seventeen studs clearly

favored the lcture method for factual learning while only four of the

seventeen favored the discussion method. For higher level learning,

however, all of the six studies repotted showed the dismission method to

be superior.

Investigation of the college students active vs. passive role in

classroom learning is also considered bY McKeachie in his review. When

student-centered discussion groups were compared to instructor-centered

groups, factual learning was achieved better by the instructor-centered groups.

The student-centered groups, on the other hand, performed better in four out

thf five cases. In all but one of the twenty -two studies where it was

assessed, attitude was more favorable for student-centered discussion

groups.

1



Med

Many stu ies have been do comparing the effectiveness of media-

based teachi

Gage,, 1969;

nethods. Most of he research reported (Twyford, 1969;

rent & Cohen, 1973) icates that while; the effectiveness

of ins ruct media has, been demonstrated, it i either more or less

effect n ftraditiwial methods in most apP1 ions.

After reading the review-of research on colleg aching by. TYent,

& Cohen (1973) one can infer that,much or the disil usionment with instruc-

tional Media7resulVd not so, much fr ail'. inhdrent inadeouacies of the media,

but from faculty resistance to change, improper use of the medium, and_the

abandonment of professional expertise and funding.once a media program was

begun. Six studieb done in the late '60's found no significant difference,

in achievement between media-based programs and conventional teaching

methods. Likewise, eighty four of one hundred studies done prior to 1964

reported no significant gains between televised and conventional instruction,

Trent & Cohen report that student attitude does favor televised instruc-

tion, however and that a 1969 study found a much smaller drcipout rate in the

-televised instruction group ( 02 percent) than in the control group (14 per-

cent) which the investigators suggest May be due to studepts being less likely
r

to become hopelessly behind in a course if televised lectures are available

to them at any time.

A recent comparison of video-aututorial instruction with ecture for

teaching college genetics (Fisher, Guenther, Macwhinny, Sorenhon, and

Stewart, 1977) demonstrated significantly higher achievement for the video-

AT group. Despite some desing difficulties caused by each of three groups

on a separate campus, the authors conclude that video-AT seems e a

particularly effective method of struction for introductory courses empha-

sizing basic terminology, fac

and in which the subject matter has visual interest. These findings contrast

th the negative results reported a decade ago by Carlson 0_973). Although

it is not based upon research, this article does demonstrate the problems

of 'using an unsophisticated approach to televised instruction.

principles, and refatively simple concepts,

Slide Tape...

The use of slide -tape instruction to teach a four week unit on physical

itness was compared to the slides with lecture by Laurie (1976).



Although the control group had slightly higher adjtiated means, an analysis

of covariance resulted in no significant diffeiencein rhe'two methods. Laurie

cohclues that since both methods are effective; giving students a choice, of

slide-tape instruction or traditional lecture would not result in a loss of

achidvement.

Com uterassistedInstruction.

Two out of three computer-assisted college instruction research studies

reviewed by McKeachie showed an improvement in time savings, achievement,

and attitude over conventional instruction. A third study showed no advantage
4for teaching statistics. McKeachie claims hat.the computer has iad little

impact in changing college teaching largely becauSe CAI has not taken full

advantage of the computer's capability for flexibility in teaching. A later

study reviewed by Trent & Cohen and also another done by Meyer & Beaton (1974)

report a favorable attitude toward CAI held by college students. Meyer &

Beaton compared the efficacy of CAT with lecture and tutorial (discusAdk)

methods for teaching a one-hour physiology lesson. As no significant differ-

ences resulted from either the achievement test, a two-week retention test, or

a mid-term test, the conclusion reached was that CAI is an acceptable and

efficient (not documented by the authors) system \that can complement and supple-

Ment conventional teaching methods.

Programmed Materials.

Like CAI, programmed materials place the student n an active role re-

quiring correct responses in-order to proceed it's series of small steps.

These materials, usually programmed texts, have had varying research results

reports McKeachie, citing ten studies through 1968. Trent & Cohen report

that two additional studies done in 1968 and 1969 found th t programmed in-

struction prods_ flificantly

effective for t of learning.

Parker and Mertens (1974) investigated the effec_ivenss of programmed

better recognition test results but was less

materials for teaching -introductory college biology. Using a designyhich

sought to eliminate reactive measures, the authors found that programtaught

students outscored the conventionally taught control groups significantly on

three of four unit quizzes. A blind evaluation of disCussion performance

folloWing treatment, also found superior results (for the program-taught students.

Attitude evaluation, however, indicated that the programmed texts were less

enjoyable and interesting than the lectures. Parker and Mertens suggest that

programmed texts be used as a supplement to, rather than a replacement fbr

the lecture method.

19
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Multimedia.

Educators:dissatisfied with tidi any one method of teaching have

devided multimedia approaches such as PSI and A-T. PSI (personalized syttem

of instructionl, also referred to as "behavioral instruction," is derived

from reinforcement theory, and was pioneered by R. S. Keller and J. G. Sherman.

Research on PSI has been most often applied to the social sciences. Robin

-(1976) characterizes this approach as featuring: 1) individual pace, 2) unit

mastery, 3) lectures as sources for motivation rather than content, t)

written teacher/student communication, and 5) proetor-tutors. Out of

thirty-nine studies comparing PST to traditional college instruction, Robin
o

A

found thirty to result in significantly higher achievement; of these, seven

studies also assessed long-term retention and each found the PSI scores

to be significantly higher, but the more complek factor of learning transfer

has not been adequately investigated. In fourteen out of the sixteen cases

where attitude was compared, PST again was superior. Not all results have

favored PSI, however: the student withdrawal rate a eraged 40 percent higher

for PSI classes in the fourteen studies reporting it and in three out of

five studies recording study time, More time was needed for PSI.

A recent investigation of the effectiveness of behavioral vs. trad-

itional college instruction methods by Jernstedt (1976) found that the

behavorial group performed significantly better on an essay exam which was

most similar to the papers required to demonstrate unit mastery. The trad-

itional group however, did better on a multiple-choice test, and no signif-

icant difference was seen for a short answer test. Students described the

behavioral instruction as producing more learning, taking more work, being

more flexible, being more accurate in grading and eqUal in difficulty compared

to traditional instruction.

Audio-autotutorial.

Audio-autotutorial (A-T) i:struction is similar to behavioral instruction

initsuseofindependentstudylanduseof lecture for motivation, but gen-
,.

erally relies more upon instructional media, especially those with an audio

component (Fisher, 1976). Dove oped by Samuel N. Postlethwait to teach

introductory biology, A-T_ instruction research reviewed by Fisher.deals

soley with the physical sciences. Of twenty-five studies in the,late 19601n

and early 1970's comparing AT with traditional cdilege instruction, Fisher

singles out:ten as being:especially rigorous in design. Six of the ten
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studies found significant differences in achie'vement favoring'the A-T groups

while four found no aignificant differences. Results of the remaining studie

were even more-positiv6 for A -T instruction, and all studies reported_ that

A-T was liked at least as well as conventional teaching., Autonomy and

self-sufficiency seem to be especially valued by students. Of three students

reporting withdrawal rates, only one showed higher rates for A-T students.

Another benefit of A =T named by Fisher is long -range eqpnomy after the two

and one-half to three year "break -even" point has been surpassed.

Instructional media have been shown to be effective for the teaching

of introductory college courses which Fisher (1977) characterizes as emphasizing
7

basic tetminology, facts, principles, and relatively simple concepts. While

facts and terminology can be effectively taught by either lecture or irgtruc-

tional media, principles and concepts are better conveyed by discussion. It

would appear that an instructional approach comprising'several different

teaching methodS, such all A-T or PSI, is more effective for this type of

course than any one method alone.
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Based mostly upon the research of teaching methods in higher education

and partly upon that of librElry instruction, it may be inferred that the

(allowing devices will enhance levels of achievement for students being taught

how to use college libraries: 1) A live (also alive and stimulating) lecturer

to present an overview of the subject to a large audience; Use pf small

student - centered discussion groups to increase higher-level learning end

attitude; ;) Inrstructional media, preferably offering a choice of media for
A

each unit, used for factual learning. If any one system of instruction is

used, PSI will be more lilt ly to be effective than will A-T.

Behavi=oral objectives might be used effectively.to improve achievement

of librar learning. It is less certain how well they might improve the

direction f instruction and the evalUation of learning.

Very little is knowhabout retention and transfer in higher education.

With slight confidence we could infer that achievement of library knowledge

gained as a freshman would be retained until the senior year (or even beyond)

if library usage was practiced at _regular intervals. There is no evidence

to support inferences regat'dingthe transfer of knowledge either from the

use of one library tool to another, or from the use of one library to another.

Neither does there exist sufficient information about the transfer of

theoretical "textbook" knowledge to practical in-library use to expect a written

test to assess both. One can infer'however, that if a written test could

effectively measure theoretical learffing then a written library test could

be standardized without compromise if it tested the theoretical knowledge

of tools which should be Common to any comprehensive library user instruction

program, e.g. use of the card catalog and its subject authority list.

Because in-house media have been reported-efficient only on a long-term

basis, it may be that 1 brary instruction programs, especitilly experimental

programs, could benefit from using commercially produced media for learning

standard tools.
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